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Abstract
Objective: Focal cortical dysplasia (FCD), hippocampal sclerosis (HS), nonspe-
cific gliosis (NG), and normal tissue (NT) comprise the majority of histopatholog-
ical results of surgically treated drug- resistant epilepsy patients. Epileptic spikes, 
high- frequency oscillations (HFOs), and connectivity measures are valuable bio-
markers of epileptogenicity. The question remains whether they could also be 
utilized for preresective differentiation of the underlying brain pathology. This 
study explored spikes and HFOs together with functional connectivity in various 
epileptogenic pathologies.
Methods: Interictal awake stereoelectroencephalographic recordings of 33 pa-
tients with focal drug- resistant epilepsy with seizure- free postoperative outcomes 
were analyzed (15 FCD, 8 HS, 6 NT, and 4 NG). Interictal spikes and HFOs were 
automatically identified in the channels contained in the overlap of seizure onset 
zone and resected tissue. Functional connectivity measures (relative entropy, 
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1  |  INTRODUCTION

Modern neuroimaging techniques have dramatically im-
proved the identification of potentially epileptogenic le-
sions. For several reasons, however, a significant degree of 
uncertainty persists, and in many patients, lesions cannot 
be well identified in vivo or their role in the epileptogenic 
process remains uncertain. Not all visible lesions are epi-
leptogenic and hence responsible for seizure generation.1 
Also, contrary to well- identified brain tumors, not all epi-
leptogenic lesions can be identified on standard magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) scans.2 Finally, the histopatho-
logical nature of a given lesion based “only” on its MRI 
appearance is often inconclusive (Wang et al.).1,3

Typically, the histopathological specimens of drug- 
resistant epileptic patients are, besides tumors, hippo-
campal sclerosis (HS), focal cortical dysplasia (FCD), 
nonspecific gliosis (NG), or histologically normal tissue 
(NT).4 Histopathological examination is the only way to 
reliably determine the lesion type (HS vs. FCD vs. NG vs. 
NT), and the long- term seizure freedom after resection is 
necessary to ascertain its epileptogenicity.

We designed this study to analyze electrophysiological 
biomarkers characterizing different types of pathology 
using invasive electroencephalography (EEG; stereo- EEG 
[SEEG]) in drug- resistant epileptic patients. We selected 
the following biomarkers: (1) interictal spikes, (2) high- 
frequency oscillations (HFOs), and (3) functional connec-
tivity measures.

Spikes are traditionally used for epilepsy diagnostics and 
can be used as a marker of tissue epileptogenicity (Staley & 

Dudek).5 Pathological interictal HFOs were proved to be 
the markers of several processes within the epileptic brain. 
They reflect fundamental neuronal disturbances in areas 
generating spontaneous seizures and localize the epilepto-
genic region independently of the underlying lesion. They 
also determine the severity of epileptogenicity and even 
predict epilepsy development.6,7 Despite the extensive re-
search on HFOs and their characteristics, knowledge on 

linear correlation, cross- correlation, and phase consistency) were computed for 
neighboring electrode pairs.
Results: Statistically significant differences were found between the individual 
pathologies in HFO rates, spikes, and their characteristics, together with func-
tional connectivity measures, with the highest values in the case of HS and NG/
NT. A model to predict brain pathology based on all interictal measures achieved 
up to 84.0% prediction accuracy.
Significance: The electrophysiological profile of the various epileptogenic le-
sions in epilepsy surgery patients was analyzed. Based on this profile, a predictive 
model was developed. This model offers excellent potential to identify the nature 
of the underlying lesion prior to resection. If validated, this model may be particu-
larly valuable for counseling patients, as depending on the lesion type, different 
outcomes are achieved after epilepsy surgery.

K E Y W O R D S

connectivity, epileptogenicity, focal cortical dysplasia, gliosis, high- frequency oscillations, 
hippocampal sclerosis, spikes

Key Points

• The highest rates of spikes were found in HS 
compared to FCD and NG/NT

• Duration and amplitude of spikes were higher 
in NG/NT than HS and FCD

• Ripples showed higher relative rates for HS and 
NG/NT than FCD

• Duration of ripples was longer for NG/NT than 
FCD

• HFO amplitude of ripples was higher in HS and 
NG/NT than FCD; in contrast, the amplitude 
of fast ripples presented higher values in FCD 
than NG/NT

• All studied connectivity measures indicated sig-
nificant differences in the functional connectiv-
ity between the individual epileptogenic lesions

• A predictive model of the underlying brain pa-
thology was developed based on all assessed in-
terictal measures
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their relationship to the underlying pathological substrates 
remains scarce. Studies exploring HFOs in different epi-
leptogenic lesions are scarce and reach divergent results. 
Jacobs et al.8 found no specific HFO pattern characteristics 
studying 12 patients with HS, FCD, or nodular heterotopia. 
Kerber et al.9 compared HFO rates between patients with 
FCD type I versus type II, and found that HFO rates were 
significantly higher in FCD type II, suggesting that the ac-
tivity of HFOs mirrors disease activity. A more extensive 
study with 37 patients was conducted by Ferrari- Marinho 
et al. The authors showed a significant difference in ripple 
and fast ripple rates with respect to the lesion type; higher 
rates were present in FCD, HS, and nodular heterotopia 
compared to atrophy, polymicrogyria, and tuberous sclero-
sis. Focusing on the subtype of FCD patients, the HFO rates 
differed based on the spatial relation to the MRI pathology. 
The rates were highest in the borders of MRI- visible dys-
plastic lesions, followed by the surrounding area, and only 
rare HFOs were present in the remote cortex. Limitations 
of this study, however, are the absence of histopathological 
verification in all patients and inclusion independently of 
the surgery outcome.10

Functional connectivity allows exploration of dynamic 
network processes in the brain tissue (Fingelkurts et al.).11 
However, there is no single optimal method for func-
tional connectivity assessment, and differences between 
the methods employed yield variable results. Functional 
MRI allows indirect measurement of neuronal activity 
through blood oxygenation patterns but permits whole- 
brain connectivity analysis. Studies employing functional 
MRI reported either decreased interictal connectivity in 
focal epilepsy patients12,13 or increased connectivity in 
some networks juxtaposed with decreases in others.14,15 By 
contrast, SEEG provides direct neuronal recordings from 
the human brain, but only from anatomy covered by the 
electrodes.16,17 Studies using intracranial EEG recordings 
have suggested predominantly increased interictal con-
nectivity involving the epileptogenic zone (EZ) and sur-
rounding structures,18– 20 with the seizure onset zone (SOZ) 
functionally isolated from overlaying healthy tissue.21,22 In 
FCD type II, increased phase- amplitude coupling was re-
ported in areas containing dysmorphic neurons.23 Other-
wise, there is, to our knowledge, no available information 
about differences in functional connectivity dependent on 
the underlying pathology.

In the present article, we aimed to study spikes and 
HFOs, including their characteristics and functional con-
nectivity on SEEG in patients with various pathological 
substrates. We hypothesized that epilepsy with a specific 
underlying pathology (HS, FCD, NG, or NT) would diverge 
in electrophysiological biomarkers and subsequently in 
neuronal network organization as well as its epileptoge-
nicity potential.

2  |  MATERIALS AND METHODS

We retrospectively reviewed the data of drug- resistant 
epileptic patients who underwent SEEG and subsequent 
surgery at the Montreal Neurological Institute and Hos-
pital (MNI) and St. Anne's University Hospital (SAUH). 
We included patients with specific histopathological find-
ings, namely FCD, HS, NG, and NT, that were postopera-
tively categorized as seizure- free (Engel I at Year 1 after 
surgery). We analyzed a resting- state SEEG recording for 
each patient, identifying the electrophysiological differ-
ences in spikes, HFOs, and functional connectivity meas-
ures between individual histopathological groups. Ethical 
committee boards approved the study at both institutions.

2.1 | Subject selection

We reviewed all patients who underwent brain surgery 
after SEEG investigation for drug- resistant epilepsy at MNI 
and SAUH. The inclusion criteria for this study were as fol-
lows: (1) surgery outcome classified as Engel I at Year 1 after 
the surgery; (2) availability of seizure- free SEEG recording 
in resting state (wakefulness with closed eyes) for a given 
patient; (3) availability of the precise position of individual 
SEEG electrodes and contacts; and (4) histopathological ex-
amination of the resected tissue with the presence of FCD, 
HS, NG or NT. We excluded patients with previous brain 
surgery, other histopathological results comprising fewer 
than five cases in the whole dataset, bitemporal epilepsy 
based on SEEG results, or unfavorable postoperative result 
to ascertain genuine epileptogenicity of the resected tissue.

Histopathological evaluation was made by two ex-
perienced neuropathologists according to International 
League Against Epilepsy classification criteria for HS24 
and FCD.25 The postsurgical outcome was classified ac-
cording to Engel et al.26 by a board- certified clinical epi-
leptologist (B.F. or M.P.).

2.2 | Recordings selection and processing

Depth electrodes were implanted using the stereotactic 
navigation system according to the anatomoelectroclini-
cal findings tailored for each patient. Homemade and later 
DIXI electrodes were employed at MNI, and ALCIS elec-
trodes were used at SAUH (for electrode specification, see 
Data S2). The position of electrodes was coregistered with 
magnetic resonance and computed tomographic images. 
Resected contacts were determined from postresection 
MRI. Channels that revealed the first ictal activity leading 
to an apparent seizure in the ictal SEEG independent of 
the fast activity content were labeled as SOZ contacts by 
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board- certified neurophysiologists (I.D., B.F., F.D., R.P., 
and M.P.). We evaluated only contacts that overlapped 
with resected tissue and SOZ. The minimum was two 
pairs of contacts per patient.

All SEEG data were recorded during resting wakeful-
ness with eyes closed in standardized conditions. In the 
case of MNI, controlled periods of resting wakefulness 
with closed eyes were selected from routine EEG record-
ings acquired using the Harmonie long- term monitoring 
system (Stellate) with a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz 
with the low pass filter of 600 Hz. In the case of SAUH 
patients, 30 min of continuous wide- bandwidth (recorded 
with sampling rate of 25 000 Hz and downsampled to 
5000 Hz with a 2000- Hz frequency band) recordings were 
analyzed. At both institutions, a referential montage was 
used for acquisition with an epidural electrode fixed in the 
bone, far from the epileptic field as reference.

All recordings were manually checked for the presence 
of seizures or significant artifacts by two board- certified 
neurophysiologists (I.D. and M.P.). Recordings from both 
institutions were used for detection and computation in 
the ripple band, whereas for the fast ripple band, we used 
only SAUH recordings due to the sampling frequency.

2.3 | Detection of spikes and HFOs

Spikes and HFOs were identified using established de-
tectors.27,28 Spikes were computed within the 1– 80- Hz 
frequency band. HFOs were subdivided into ripples (80– 
250 Hz) and fast ripples (250– 500 Hz). Both spikes and 
HFOs were evaluated for their rates, amplitudes, and 
duration.

2.4 | Computation of connectivity  
measures

Functional connectivity is a model of statistical depend-
encies of neurophysiological time series. Relative entropy 
(REN), for instance, evaluates the randomness and spec-
tral richness between two time series; in other words, it 
is a measure of how entropy of one signal diverges from 
a second, expected one. The value of REN varies in inter-
val <0,+Inf>. REN = 0 indicates the equality of statistical 
distributions of two signals, whereas REN > 0 indicates 
that the two signals are carrying different information. 
In other words, high REN values indicate low functional 
connectivity and vice versa.

Statistically significant differences in REN values were 
reported in the EZ compared to non- EZ structures; thus, it 
is perceived as a novel biomarker of the EZ.29 Established 
functional connectivity measures— apart from REN, linear 

correlation, cross- correlation, and phase consistency— 
were computed for adjacent pairs of referential channels 
contained in the resected tissue and SOZ for frequencies 
within the spike, ripple, and fast ripple bands.

2.5 | Statistical analyses and 
predictive model

All studied features were normalized by dividing indi-
vidual channel values by the sum of the channel values 
within each patient and frequency band. The differences 
between pathologies were evaluated with a Wilcoxon 
signed- rank test with Bonferroni corrections and Cliff 
delta as effect size measure.

Based on the studied features, we constructed a ma-
chine learning model predicting the underlying pathol-
ogy. Because of the small number of features, no feature 
selection was performed. We first investigated different 
machine learning algorithms (support vector machine, 
logistic regression, decision tree) and their hyperparame-
ters by iteratively evaluating their performance using the 
F- score as the performance metric. The best model and its 
hyperparameters were used to create a generalized model. 
Besides the F- score, we additionally computed the model 
accuracy. We evaluated both the prediction performance 
for a single channel and the pathology as a whole (subject 
pathology; reaching 50% prediction success over all eval-
uated channels).

We used both leave- one- channel- out (LOCHO; across 
all patients) and leave- one- patient- out (LOPO) approaches 
to evaluate each iteration, where one channel/patient was 
withheld for validation, and the rest of the channels/pa-
tients were used for the training of the model. Due to low 
sampling frequency in the MNI dataset, we constructed 
models (both LOPO and LOCHO) using only the ripple 
band for the whole dataset. We additionally constructed 
models including fast ripple band only for the SAUH 
dataset.

3  |  RESULTS

3.1 | Patient characteristics

3.1.1 | MNI patients

Seizure- free outcomes defined as Engel I were obtained in 
24 patients after resective surgery between 2005 and 2019. 
Twelve patients were excluded for the following reasons: 
follow- up was lost in one, unavailability of histopathol-
ogy in two, previous surgery in one, and unavailability of 
the position of electrodes or resting- state SEEG in eight 
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patients. A total of 12 patients were analyzed: 10 with FCD 
(104 channels), one with HS (six channels), and one with 
NG/NT (six channels).

3.1.2 | SAUH patients

Resective brain surgery for epilepsy resulted in Engel I 
postoperative outcome in 24 patients between 2012 and 
2019. Three patients were excluded (multiple surgeries in 
one patient, and two patients had different types of pathol-
ogy as defined in the inclusion criteria [arteriovenous mal-
formation or nodular heterotopia]). In total, 21 patients 
were analyzed: five with FCD (17 channels), seven with 
HS (25 channels), and nine with NG/NT (48 channels).

The cohort included 33 subjects (19 women) with a 
median age at surgery of 29 years (minimum = 10 years, 
maximum = 57 years) and a median epilepsy duration of 
16 years. Three patients had a positive family history of ep-
ilepsy, two patients had febrile seizures, two had a history 
of encephalitis/meningitis, and two had a history of brain 
trauma.

There was histopathologically proven FCD in 15 (type 
I in one, type II in 13, and type III [FCD associated with 
ganglioglioma] in one), HS in eight, NG in four, and NT 
in six patients. The NG/NT group consisted of four hippo-
campal resections, five cortical, and one combination of 
both. Considering the sizes of the NG and NT groups, we 
grouped them for further analysis (NG/NT group).

Considering the MRI results altogether, 20 of 33 pa-
tients had an inconclusive presurgical MRI.

3.2 | Differences in spike characteristics 
between HS, FCD, and NT/NG

The highest spike rates were present in HS, followed by 
NG/NT and FCD (see Figure  1). The differences in spike 
count were significant between patients with HS and FCD 
(p < .001, d = −.472) and between HS and NG/NT (p < .0001, 
d = .208). No differences were found between FCD and NG/
NT. Both the duration and amplitude of the spikes were 
highest in the case of NG/NT, followed by HS and FCD; 

F I G U R E  1  Differences in interictal spike characteristics, 
namely count (A), amplitude (B), and duration (C), between 
focal cortical dysplasia (FCD), hippocampal sclerosis (HS) and 
nonspecific gliosis/normal tissue (NG/NT). Boxplots report 
average values per individual channel. The box shows the quartiles 
of the dataset, and the whiskers extend to show the rest of the 
distribution. Outliers are not visualized. *p = .05, ***p = .001, 
***p = .0001. ns, not significant.
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however, only differences between NG/NT and HS (dura-
tion p < .0001, d = −.471; amplitude p < .001, d = −.372) and 
between NG/NT and FCD (duration p < .001, d = −.503; am-
plitude p < .05, d = −.396) reached statistical significance.

3.3 | Differences in HFO characteristics 
between HS, FCD, and NT/NG

Both NG/NT (p < .0001, d = −.430) and HS (p < .01, 
d = −.404) showed higher ripple rates compared to FCD 
(see Figure 2). There were no significant differences be-
tween HS and NG/NT.

Considering HFO duration in the ripple band, only 
the difference between FCD and NG/NT was significant 
(p < .01, d = −.329), in favor of NG/NT. The highest am-
plitude of ripples was present in NG/NT, followed by HS 
and FCD. Only the differences between NG/NT versus 
FCD (p < .0001, d = −.4617) and HS versus FCD (p < .05, 
d = −.290) proved to be significant.

Higher amplitude for FCD versus NG/NT (p < .05, 
d = .404) was found in the limited sample available for fast 
ripple band analysis. Considering the HFO rate and du-
ration, there were no significant differences between the 
studied groups.

3.4 | Connectivity measures

We performed four connectivity measures. In the spike 
band, both the cross- correlation (p < .05, d = .2910) and 
linear correlation (p < .05, d = .2939) showed higher con-
nectivity in FCD versus HS (see Figure 3). Differences in 
the REN of phase consistency in spike band failed to reach 
statistical significance levels.

Within the ripple frequency band employing REN 
were found higher values (signaling lower functional 
connectivity) in HS compared to FCD (p < .01, d = −.346). 
Phase consistency showed higher values with NG/NT 
compared to HS (p < .05, d = −.354; see Figure 3). Differ-
ences between NG/NT and FCD did not reach statistical 
significance. Linear correlation and cross- correlation did 
not show statistically significant differences between the 
three groups within the ripple band.

The limited patient sample available for the fast ripple 
analyses showed both REN and phase consistency results 

corresponding to ripples: REN in HS versus FCD (p < .05, 
d = −.473) and phase consistency with higher values in 
NG/NT compared to HS (p < .05, d = −.398). Additionally, 
higher REN for HS versus NG/NT was present in the fast 
ripple band (p < .001, d = .545).

3.5 | Predictive model

The best performing algorithm was a support vector ma-
chine with rbf kernel and C = 1 with the LOCHO approach 
including both the ripple and fast ripple ranges. Using 
only the ripple band, the model achieved 84.0% accuracy 
and 82.1% F- score for channel prediction and 76.7% ac-
curacy and 77.6% F- score for the prediction of subject pa-
thology. Using the LOPO approach, the results for both 
datasets showed lower performance, with 42.6% accuracy 
and 35.0% F- score for channel prediction and 40.4% ac-
curacy and 40.4% F- score for the prediction of subject pa-
thology. The results are summarized in Table 1. The top 
three features driving the model were phase consistency, 
REN (fast ripple band), and spike rate.

In the group of 20 patients with inconclusive MRI re-
sults was the LOCHO model prediction correct in 16 pa-
tients and the LOPO model in 12 patients (for details, see 
Supporting Information 3).

4  |  DISCUSSION

The precise nature of epileptogenic lesions is often dem-
onstrated only in vitro and when the surgical specimen is 
available. In this study, we propose an original approach to 
improve the in vivo characterization of those lesions. We 
analyzed spike and HFO characteristics and connectivity 
measures in SEEG studies of selected patients with intrac-
table focal epilepsy and developed a predictive model to 
determine a neurophysiological signature of the under-
lying epileptogenic lesion. We compared three frequent 
epileptogenic surgical lesions, HS, FCD, and NG/NT, and 
their SEEG interictal electrophysiological characteristics, 
and found for each group a characteristic fingerprint.

Spikes were found in all lesion types in all patients. 
This finding indicates that spikes are reliable markers of 
tissue epileptogenicity. Regarding spike characteristics, 
spike rates were the highest in HS compared to other 

F I G U R E  2  Differences in high- frequency oscillation (HFO) rate (A), amplitude (B), and duration (C) between focal cortical dysplasia 
(FCD), hippocampal sclerosis (HS), and nonspecific gliosis/normal tissue (NG/NT). The ripple band (R) was evaluated in 33 patients, the 
fast ripple band (FR) in 21 patients. Boxplots report average values per individual channel (for effect sizes, see Data S1). The box shows 
the quartiles of the dataset, and the whiskers extend to show the rest of the distribution. Outliers are not visualized. *p = .05, **p = .01, 
***p = .0001. ns, not significant.
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pathological groups. This finding is not surprising and 
corresponds with several human and animal studies.30– 32

Rather surprising and unprecedented, however, was 
that the FCD group showed lower spike rates than NG/
NT. This could be influenced by the timing of the sam-
pling (i.e., daytime, at rest), because the highest spiking 
rates in FCD and in particular FCD type II were shown 
in non- rapid eye movement sleep.33,34 Also, the discovery 
that the duration and amplitude of spikes are higher in 
NG/NT than HS and FCD was not reported previously and 
adds another piece of evidence to the specific fingerprint 
of studied pathologies.

The other evaluated marker was HFOs. HFOs, both 
ripples and fast ripples, were found in all pathologies, 
supporting the high level of epileptogenicity of all studied 
substrates. The highest rates of HFO ripples were found 
in HS, in accordance with the results of other studies.8,35

The surprising finding of our work is that ripple rates 
were found to be higher in NG/NT compared to FCD. To 
some extent, this could be influenced by the hippocampal 
origin of the resected tissue in part of the NG/NT group. 
Another explanation could be that the representative part 
of the pathology was removed by suctioning during the 
resection process. Amplitude and duration of ripples also 
presented higher values in NG/NT (together with HS) 
than FCD. Interestingly, fast ripples indicated opposing 
results, with FCD having a higher amplitude than NG/NT. 
Because HFOs were already shown to mirror the disease 
activity of the brain tissue and even play a part in seizure 
genesis,9,35,36 they are currently the most accurate mark-
ers of tissue epileptogenicity. In this context, the most pro-
nounced epileptogenicity seems to reside in HS and NG/
NT. Finding that FCD presents with lower amplitude than 
NG/NT in ripples and higher amplitude in fast ripples is 
novel and potentially determines specific fingerprints of 
these pathologies.

All studied connectivity measures indicated significant 
differences in the functional connectivity between the in-
dividual epileptogenic lesions.

In agreement, the cross- correlation and linear correla-
tion within the spike band and REN with phase consis-
tency in the ripple and fast ripple bands indicated lower 
functional connectivity in HS compared to FCD or NG/
NT. Differences between FCD and NG/NT showed only 
an insignificant trend, with slightly higher values in FCD. 
Chronic alterations of the functional organization were 

revealed in focal epilepsy both at the level of the lesional 
tissue37 and in the large- scale corticosubcortical networks. 
The most striking example of these alterations is FCD,38 
with inefficient global and excessive local connectivity,39 
corresponding to presented results.

Aberrant connectivity within the epileptogenic lesion 
supposedly stems from the formation of local epileptic 
networks.72 Studies on focal epilepsies demonstrated en-
hanced connectivity in the EZ and the presence of highly 
interconnected nodes presumably playing a crucial role 
in the onset and propagation of ictal activity.40,41 Because 
gliosis was previously shown to comprise a more exten-
sive area than lesion visible on MRI,42,43 supposedly more 
interconnected nodes are involved, raising the level of 
connectivity compared to the relatively small area in me-
siotemporal sclerosis.

4.1 | Electrophysiological profile

The novelty of this study is a newly established predictive 
model showing a potential for prediction of underlying 
pathology based solely on the interictal electrophysiologi-
cal parameters. Such a model has not been developed yet 
to our knowledge. This model offers potential to discern 
the nature of the underlying pathology prior to resective 
surgery as demonstrated by the correct prediction of the 
majority of patients in our cohort with inconclusive pre-
surgical MRI. Further testing on bigger sample sizes is, 
however, needed.

Further information in the form of electrophysiologi-
cal and connectivity profiles pointing to a specific lesion 
type may grow in importance when delineating the EZ. 
Temporal lobe epilepsy with unilateral mesial temporal 
sclerosis has an EZ frequently limited to the mesiotempo-
ral area, and its resection results in seizure cessation.44 In 
the case of FCD type I and III or cortical gliosis, the situ-
ation seems more complicated; the EZ often comprises a 
more extensive area than the lesion visible on the imaging 
techniques. The outcome of the surgical resection conse-
quently does not reach excellent results.42,43

The question remains whether the mechanism un-
derlying seizure generation and epileptogenicity differs 
depending on the lesion type. Perucca and his colleagues 
showed that biologically distinct epileptogenic lesions 
share intracranial electroencephalographic seizure- onset 

F I G U R E  3  Boxplot showing connectivity measure results— cross- correlation within spike band (A), linear correlation within spike 
band (B), relative entropy (C), and phase consistency (D)— for each lesion type in spike, ripple (R), or fast ripple (FR) bands: focal cortical 
dysplasia (FCD), hippocampal sclerosis (HS), and nonspecific gliosis/normal tissue (NG/NT). The spike and ripple band were evaluated in 
33 patients, and the fast ripple band in 21 patients. The box shows the quartiles of the dataset, and the whiskers extend to show the rest of 
the distribution. Outliers are not visualized. *p = .05, **p = .01, ***p = .001, ***p = .0001. ns, not significant.
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patterns and suggested that different pathological sub-
strates can affect similar networks or mechanisms under-
lying seizure generation.45

On the other hand, the finding that studied epilepto-
genic substrates differed substantially in their electro-
physiological profiles advocate for different underlying 
mechanisms such as excitotoxic damage, malfunctioning 
of dysmorphic neurons or glial cells, or network disrup-
tion due to the cytoarchitectonic aberrations.

It is important that when a histopathological report is 
deemed normal, it does not actually include abnormalities 
on a subcellular level.46,47 If that is the case, it may include 
a potentially important node of a broader malfunctioning 
network. Its elimination may result in seizure freedom, 
which supposedly was the mechanism behind seizure 
freedom in the patients from the NT group.

4.2 | Limitations and future directions

Some limitations of this study require attention. The vol-
ume of recording of each SEEG electrode contact is nec-
essarily limited to the surrounding tissue. Because the 
extent of the lesion and consequently its resection is lim-
ited in some patients, the number of evaluated contacts 
differs across the whole cohort.

A major limitation of the predictive model is the in-
clusion of only one patient with HS and NT/NG pathol-
ogies in the MNI dataset. This might artificially raise the 
performance of the model trained on the whole dataset. 
We have addressed this by computing separately parame-
ters for channel prediction and subject pathology predic-
tion (see Table 1 for details). Even though each electrode 
contact is placed in a different anatomical location in an 
individual patient, the LOCHO approach for pathology 
prediction can potentially show falsely higher perfor-
mance, because the training of the model is performed 

on the channels from a patient from whom the testing 
channel is selected.

Also, for technical reasons (sampling frequency), fast 
ripple frequency band analyses were limited to a small 
number of patients. Further studies are needed to extend 
the spectrum of studied pathological substrates such as 
nodular heterotopia, tuberous sclerosis, or polymicro-
gyria. A bigger sample size would allow for the differenti-
ation and comparison of individual FCD subtypes.

Future analyses focusing on the connectivity between 
the pathology and other brain regions are needed.

5  |  CONCLUSIONS

This study analyzed electrophysiological profiles of com-
mon epileptogenic lesions in interictal SEEG recordings 
from epileptic patients treated surgically with excellent 
results. Statistically significant differences were found be-
tween the individual pathologies in the HFO rates, spikes, 
and their characteristics, with the highest values in the 
case of HS, and functional connectivity measures with the 
lowest values in the case of HS.

A predictive model of the nature of the lesion based 
on an electrophysiological profile was established, which 
might be particularly valuable in the surgical treatment 
of epilepsy. If validated, it might be a very useful tool for 
counseling of patients, as depending on the lesion type 
different outcomes are achieved after epilepsy surgery. 
Our work demonstrated different levels of epileptogenic-
ity of individual pathologies and suggests different epilep-
togenic mechanisms in individual pathological tissues.
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T A B L E  1  Characteristics of the established predictive models.

Model Institution

Channel 
prediction 
accuracy

Channel 
prediction 
F- score

Subject pathology 
prediction accuracy

Subject pathology 
prediction accuracy 
F- score

LOCHO including 
FR band

SAUH .8783 .871 .8308 .8581

LOPO including FR 
band

SAUH .3739 .3528 .3633 .403

LOCHO without FR 
band

MNI + SAUH .8398 .8202 .7672 .7764

LOPO without FR 
band

MNI + SAUH .6494 .6286 .5909 .5909

Abbreviations: FR, fast ripple; LOCHO, leave one channel out; LOPO, leave one patient out; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute and Hospital; SAUH, St. 
Anne's University Hospital.
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